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Abstract — Opportunistic routing achieves significant perfor-
mance gain under lossy wireless links. In this paper, we develop
a novel approach that exploits inter-flow network coding in oppor-
tunistic routing. A unique feature of our design is that it systemat-
ically optimizes end-to-end performance (e.g., total throughput). A
key challenge to achieve this goal is a strong tension between oppor-
tunistic routing and inter-flow network coding: to achieve high reli-
ability, opportunistic routing uses intra-flow coding to spread infor-
mation across multiple nodes; this reduces the information reaching
an individual node, which in turn reduces inter-flow coding oppor-
tunity. To address this challenge, we decouple opportunistic rout-
ing and inter-flow network coding by proposing a novel framework
where an overlay network performs overlay routing and inter-flow
coding without worrying about packet losses, while an underlay net-
work uses optimized opportunistic routing and rate limiting to pro-
vide efficient and reliable overlay links for the overlay network to
take advantage of. Based on this framework, we develop the first
optimization algorithm to jointly optimize opportunistic routes, rate
limits, inter-flow and intra-flow coding. We then develop a practi-
cal opportunistic routing protocol (O3) based on the optimization
results. Using Qualnet simulation, we study the individual and ag-
gregate benefits of opportunistic routing, inter-flow coding, and rate
limits. Our results show that (i) rate limiting significantly improves
the performance of all routing protocols, (ii) opportunistic routing is
beneficial under high loss rates, whereas inter-flow coding is more
effective under low loss rates, and (iii)O3significantly out-performs
state-of-the-art routing protocols by simultaneously leveraging op-
timized opportunistic routing, inter-flow coding, and rate limits.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Motivation: Providing efficient and reliable wireless communica-
tion is important because wireless losses are common. Opportunis-
tic routing effectively combats wireless losses by taking advantage
of the broadcast nature of the wireless medium (e.g., [1, 2, 17]).
An interesting question, which we explore in this paper, is whether
opportunistic routing can benefit from inter-flow network coding,
which has been successfully applied to single path routing in wire-
less mesh networks (e.g., COPE [8]). We address this question by
developing a theoretical optimization framework and designing a
practical protocol to achieve the gain.

As a motivating example, consider the topology in Figure 1 with
two bi-directional flows between A and D. Intraditional single path
routing, the expected number of transmissions to deliver one packet
over each hop is 2 due to the 50% loss rates, and altogether 8 trans-
missions are required to deliver one packet for each of the two flows.

In opportunistic routing, a flow source uses either B or C to for-
ward traffic (instead of only B or C). Therefore a packet makes
progress if it reaches either forwarding node. This probability is
75%, assuming independent link loss, which is common in many
real networks [19, 20, 25]. So on average it takes only 1.33 trans-
missions to move a packet over the first hop (i.e., to either of the
intermediate nodes) and 2 transmissions to move the packet from
the intermediate node to the destination. Therefore, altogether 6.66
transmissions are required to successfully deliver both packets.

The performance ofinter-flow coding[8] depends on whether
there is an inter-flow coding opportunity. If the two flows use the
same intermediate node as the forwarder, which is the best case,
then it takes 6 transmissions to successfully deliver both packets
(i.e., 2 transmissions to deliver one packet over the first hop in both
flows as in single path routing, and 2 transmissions for the inter-
mediate node to deliver the packets to both A and D by XOR-ing
them). In this case, node A can extract the packet it needs by XOR-
ing its own packet with the one received from the forwarder. So can
node D. When the two flows use different forwarders, there is no
inter-flow coding opportunity and it takes 8 transmissions to deliver
one packet for each flow as in the traditional single-path routing.

We propose to exploit inter-flow network coding in opportunistic
routing. Not only does it take only 1.33 transmissions to move a
packet across the first hop by using opportunistic routing, but also an
intermediate node can XOR packets from the two flows whenever
possible. In thebest case(i.e., the intermediate nodes can XOR
all packets), the intermediate nodes only need 2 transmissions to
deliver packets for both flows by XOR-ing them, which results in
4.66 transmissions in total to deliver one packet for each of the two
flows. This yields a gain of 72% over single path routing, 43% over
opportunistic routing alone, and 29% over inter-flow coding alone.
Theworst case(i.e., intermediate nodes cannot XOR any packets),
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Figure 1: Leveraging inter-flow network coding in opportunistic
routing.
which rarely occurs, reverts to opportunistic routing and requires
6.66 transmissions, out-performing single path routing and (worst-
case) inter-flow network coding by 20%.

Challenges: The above example demonstrates the potential bene-
fit of inter-flow network coding in opportunistic routing. However,
harnessing this gain in practice poses significant challenges. There
exists astrong tensionbetween opportunistic routing and inter-flow
coding. Opportunistic routing spreads information across multiple
nodes. As the information reaching an individual node decreases,
the inter-flow coding opportunity decreases because (i) the node it-
self receives less traffic and has more limited coding choices, and
(ii) its next-hops receive less traffic, making it harder to decode.
Therefore it is challenging to simultaneously leverage opportunistic
forwarding to combat wireless losses and exploit inter-flow coding
to reduce traffic.

Our approach: To decouple the strong interactions between oppor-
tunistic routing and inter-flow coding, we propose a novel frame-
work to jointly optimize opportunistic routing, rate limiting, and
intra- and inter-flow coding. We introduce a novel abstraction by
making a wireless network consist of an overlay and underlay, where
overlay nodes perform inter-flow coding aware overlay routing with-
out worrying about packet losses and underlay nodes perform intra-
flow coding based opportunistic routing without worrying about inter-
flow coding.

• Overlay network:We designate a subset of nodes as overlay
nodes and create an overlay network using them. Each traffic
demand is routed over one or more overlay paths. Nodes on the
overlay path perform overlay forwarding. They may also use
inter-flow network coding to reduce the amount of overlay traf-
fic generated and use inter-flow network decoding to extract the
original content. For example, given two packets, one from flow
f 1 and the other fromf 2, whose overlay paths areo1−o2−o3
ando3−o2−o1 respectively, nodeo2 may XOR the two packets
and transmit the inter-coded packet. Nodeso1 ando3 perform
inter-flow decoding to extract the packets they want. Overlay
links are considered reliable so that we can focus on optimizing
overlay routes, overlay rate limits, and inter-flow coding without
worrying about packet losses.

• Underlay network:An overlay link may be mapped to one or
more physical links in the underlay network. The underlay net-
work provides efficient and reliable overlay links by using op-
portunistic routing to spread information across multiple for-
warders and letting them cooperatively forward the traffic. To
prevent fine-grained coordination, each forwarder independently
generates random linear combinations of traffic from the same
flow at an appropriate rate so that the destination can extract the
original data after receiving enough linearly independent pack-
ets. Overlay traffic imposed on each overlay link (whether inter-
flow coded or not) is considered as a virtual flow to the underlay
network. The goal of an underlay network is to jointly optimize
opportunistic routing and rate limiting of the virtual flows with-
out worrying about inter-flow coding.

• Relationship between the two:Optimized overlay routing uses
efficient overlay routes and inter-flow network coding to reduce

the virtual traffic demands imposed on the underlay network.
Meanwhile, optimized underlay routing provides efficient and
reliable overlay links that the overlay network can take advan-
tage of. The reason that inter-flow coding is put at the overlay
network is that the optimization of inter-flow coding is much
simpler without packet losses, while opportunistic routing tar-
gets packet losses and is naturally to be placed at the underlay
network, which involves lossy physical links.

Based on this framework, we formulate the problem of optimiz-
ing end-to-end user performance as a linear program (LP) that op-
timizes total network throughput (or other linear functions) while
satisfying: (i) flow conservation constraints for the overlay network,
(ii) flow conservation and opportunistic constraints for the under-
lay network, (iii) constraints that map the traffic demands from the
overlay network to the underlay network, and (iv) interference con-
straints. We then translate the optimization results into practical
routing configurations and design an optimized overlay-based op-
portunistic routing protocol (O3) to harness the gains in practice.

We implementO3 in Qualnet along with (i) shortest path routing
(SPP), (ii) SPP with rate limiting, (iii) COPE [8], a state-of-the-art
inter-flow coding based routing protocol, (iv) COPE with rate limit-
ing, (v) MORE [2], a state-of-the-art opportunistic routing protocol,
and (vi) optimized opportunistic routing, which is also calledO3-
Intra since it isO3 without inter-flow coding. Using Qualnet sim-
ulations, we study the benefits of inter-flow coding, opportunistic
routing and rate limiting, and find that (i) rate limiting is impor-
tant to all routing protocols, (ii) the effectiveness of opportunistic
routing increases with loss rates, but the effectiveness of inter-flow
coding decreases with loss rates, (iii)O3 significantly out-performs
all the other protocols by simultaneously harnessing the gains of
opportunistic routing, inter-flow coding, and rate limiting.

Our main contributions are as follows:

• A novel framework based on the concept of an overlay network
to effectively decouple the strong inter-dependency between op-
portunistic routing and inter-flow network coding.

• The first theoretical formulation that jointly optimizes inter-flow
coding, opportunistic routing, and rate limiting.

• A practical routing protocol that realizes the optimized oppor-
tunistic routes with inter-flow coding and rate limiting.

• Extensive evaluation to show the effectiveness ofO3 and the
individual benefits of inter-flow coding, opportunistic routing,
and rate limiting.

Paper outline: The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we survey related work. We give an overview of our ap-
proach in Section 3. We present a theoretical formulation of the
optimization problem in Section 4. We describe how to use the op-
timization framework to drive the design of inter-flow aware oppor-
tunistic routing in Section 5, and present a practical routing protocol
in Section 6. We describe our evaluation methodology and perfor-
mance results in Section 7. We conclude in Section 8.

2. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to both opportunistic routing and inter-flow

network coding, which we review below.

Opportunistic routing protocols: ExOR [1] is a seminal oppor-
tunistic routing protocol. In ExOR, a sender broadcasts a batch of
packets with a list of nodes that can potentially forward these pack-
ets. In order to maximize the progress of each transmission, the
forwarding nodes relay data packets in the order of their proxim-
ity to the destination. The proximity is quantified using the ETX



metric [4], which reflects the expected number of transmissions re-
quired to deliver a packet from the sender to the destination. ExOR
imposes strict timing constraints and coordination among the for-
warders to avoid redundant transmissions.

Since then, several other opportunistic routing protocols, such as
[2, 12, 16, 17, 32, 36], have been proposed. In particular, MORE [2]
applies intra-flow network coding to opportunistic routing to avoid
fine-grained cooperation among the forwarders and achieves signifi-
cant improvement over ExOR. However, the performance of MORE
degrades as the number of flows increases due to its lack of rate lim-
iting, as shown in Section 7.

A few other studies (e.g., [18, 23, 29, 30, 35]) propose optimiza-
tion frameworks for opportunistic routing. Our work differs from
these works in that (i) our optimization framework jointly optimizes
inter-flow network coding and opportunistic routing, and (ii) the pri-
mary focus of the above works is theoretical analysis, whereas our
work goes beyond theoretical analysis and develops a practical rout-
ing protocol.

Inter-flow network coding: COPE [8] develops a practical inter-
flow network coding scheme for unicast in multi-hop wireless net-
works. There are many follow-up works that enhance COPE. For
example, [5, 13, 28] develop techniques to select routes that create
more coding opportunities, [3, 27] jointly optimize network coding
and scheduling, [10] picks the modulation rate that takes into ac-
count both coding gain and data rate, and [33] proposes a technique
to XOR packets that use different modulation schemes. Our work
is built upon [28]. Different from [28], we select coding-aware op-
portunistic routes (instead of coding-aware traditional deterministic
routes) to achieve high efficiency in the presence of wireless losses.

Researchers have mainly focused on applying inter-flow network
coding to single path routing, where the routes are known before
packet transmissions. Harnessing the benefit of inter-flow coding in
opportunistic routing is more challenging due to uncertainty in the
final routes being selected. There have been a few preliminary at-
tempts that try to exploit inter-flow coding in opportunistic routing,
as evidenced by a few short papers [11, 31, 34]. They focus only
on one aspect of the routing design – among multiple nodes that re-
ceive the data, which one to pick to actually forward the data. They
use EXOR-style opportunistic routing, and impose strict forward-
ing order, which requires significant co-ordination and limits spatial
reuse. Only [22] considers the use of intra-flow coding as in MORE
to avoid duplicates without coordination. However, it recognizes
the significant challenges of applying inter-flow coding to general
opportunistic routing, so it only supports opportunistic receptions
over a single path. This significantly reduces efficiency under lossy
links (e.g., it behaves the same as COPE in the example in Figure 1
and requires 6 transmissions in the best case). Moreover, it does not
develop a routing protocol and only uses numerical estimation of
the number of transmissions based on the assumptions of a 1-packet
flow with perfect acknowledgements, which make comparison hard.

In short, the existing works have four major limitations. First,
they use pre-existing opportunistic routing protocols to route their
data and do not select their opportunistic routes in an inter-flow
coding-aware manner. Second, these heuristics try to reduce the
number of transmissions but do not directly optimize end-to-end
performance. The number of transmissions has been shown to have
limited predictive power on end-to-end performance [8, 15]. In par-
ticular, COPE [8] shows that even in a simple 3-hop topology the
coding gain (i.e., the reduction in the number of transmissions) is
very different from the MAC gain (i.e., the improvement in through-
put). Third, in order to limit the overhead of opportunistic routing,
they restrict forwarding node selection, which limits the inter-flow
coding opportunities. Fourth, their evaluation either uses toy topolo-

gies ([11, 34]) or compares only with COPE ([31]), and understand-
ing the benefits of various protocols in general settings remains an
open question.

Summary: It remains an open problem how to jointly optimize
opportunistic routing, inter-flow coding, and rate limiting for end-
to-end user performance. To solve this problem, it is necessary to
develop a systematic framework that captures the effects of all these
components on network performance. We develop the first opti-
mization framework to jointly optimize opportunistic routing, inter-
flow coding, and rate limiting, and design an opportunistic routing
protocol based on it. In addition, we use extensive evaluation to
compare a diverse set of routing schemes, and examine the individ-
ual and overall benefits of opportunistic routing, rate limiting, and
inter-flow coding. Moreover, compared with previous works [11,
22, 31, 34], which report an average gain of 15-30% over COPE in
random topologies,O3provides much higher gain over COPE. The
higher performance gain demonstrates the effectiveness of our joint
optimization framework.

3. OVERVIEW
O3 operates in the following three steps: (i) selecting overlay

nodes and overlay paths (Section 5.1), (ii) mapping each overlay
link into one or more physical links (Section 5.1), (iii) jointly op-
timizing overlay and underlay routing, rate limiting, and inter-flow
coding based on the traffic demands, overlay network, and the map-
ping between the overlay and underlay networks (Section 4). The
output specifies (i) how fast each source should generate traffic, (ii)
how overlay nodes should forward the traffic (e.g., what is the over-
lay path used, which nodes perform inter-flow coding, and at what
rate), and (iii) how underlay nodes should opportunistically forward
the traffic (e.g., how many broadcast transmissions to make upon
receiving traffic from its neighbor).

In Section 4, we first present an optimization framework for (iii),
which takes overlay paths and mappings between overlay and un-
derlay networks as input and outputs the optimized overlay rout-
ing, underlay routing, rate limits, and inter-flow network coding.
The output is optimal when the input enumerates all possible over-
lay paths and maps each overlay link to the entire underlay net-
work (i.e., lets each overlay link use any underlay link for potential
routing). However, this optimization problem may incur significant
computation cost due to a large number of optimization variables.
In Section 5, we describe our approach to improve scalability. It re-
duces the size of the optimization problem by selectively choosing
overlay paths and mapping each overlay link to a small subset of
underlay links.

Before delving into the details of each step, let us first go through
a simple example shown in Figure 1, which has two flows in oppo-
site directions. Suppose we select nodes A and D as overlay nodes;
meanwhile we choose AD as an overlay path for flow 1 and choose
DA as an overlay path for flow 2. Then in the overlay network, node
A sends to node D via the overlay path AD, and node D sends to
node A via the overlay path DA. There is no inter-flow coding since
there is no intermediate overlay node in this case. If the overlay
link AD is mapped to the entire physical network as an underlay,
the underlay network is responsible for sending traffic for flow f1
from node A to node D using opportunistic routing on the entire
underlay network. Similarly, if the overlay link DA uses the entire
physical network as the underlay, then the corresponding underlay
network is responsible for sending flow f2 from node D to node A
using opportunistic routing. So essentially each underlay network
tries to carry the traffic imposed by the corresponding overlay linkl



from src(l) to dest(l), wheresrc() anddest() denote the source and
destination of the link, respectively.

Alternatively, we may select nodes A, B, C, D as overlay nodes,
and choose AD, ABD, ACD as overlay paths for flow 1 and DA,
DBA, DCA as overlay paths for flow 2. Then in the overlay net-
work, node A splits its traffic across the three overlay paths accord-
ing to the optimization output. So does node D. Node B may XOR
flow f1’s traffic sent on ABD with flow 2’s traffic sent on DBA,
and the fraction of inter-flow coded traffic is determined by the op-
timization output. Similarly for node C. As before, the underlay
network is responsible for opportunistically routing all the traffic
imposed by the corresponding overlay link, where the imposed traf-
fic can be either inter-flow coded or not.

4. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Based on the overlay framework, we derive a linear program (LP)

that consists of the following four components: (i) flow conser-
vation constraints on the overlay network that can use inter-flow
coding, (ii) flow conservation and opportunistic constraints on the
underlay network that uses intra-flow coding based opportunistic
routing, (iii) constraints mapping traffic demands from the overlay
network to the underlay network, and (iv) interference constraints to
prevent interfering links from being active simultaneously. The key
challenge in this formulation is to accurately capture virtual flows
and physical flows and interactions between the overlay and under-
lay networks. Below we describe the formulation in detail.

4.1 Optimization Objective
Our framework is general and can optimize any linear function.

We focus on the most common metric: maximizing total through-
put, namely∑k∈D ∑P∈PSk f k(P), whereD is the set of traffic de-
mands,f k(P) is thek-th flow’s throughput over pathP, andPSk is
the set of paths used by thek-th flow. Alternatively, we can sup-
port (i) maximizing a linear approximation of proportional fairness,
defined as∑k∈D log(∑P∈PSk f k(P)), which strikes a good balance
between fairness and throughput [24], (ii) maximizing the fraction
of demand that is served from each flow, denoted asα, whereα ·Dk
is the lower bound of throughput for thek-th flow, or (iii) maximiz-
ing total revenue if the revenue is a linear function of throughput.

4.2 Overlay Network Constraints
The route on an overlay network must satisfy flow conservation.

We derive the flow conservation constraints by applying coding-
aware optimization for single path routing, as described in [28].
The main difference from traditional flow conservation is inter-flow
coding allows an intermediate node to deliver different information
to different neighbors using the same transmission. Therefore we
need to classify traffic into native (i.e., without inter-flow coding)
and inter-coded, and derive the constraints based on the traffic type.
Specifically, letzk

i (P) denote the amount of native traffic transmitted
by nodei for flow k over pathP. Let xi(e1,e2,n) denote the amount
of traffic received from linke1 as native traffic and transmitted by
nodei over link e2 as inter-flow coded, andxi(e1,e2,c) denote the
amount of traffic received from linke1 as inter-flow coded traffic
and transmitted by nodei over link e2 as inter-flow coded traffic.
We call (e1,e2,n) and(e1,e2,c) coding structures. Let CSdenote
the set of coding structures in the network. We have the follow-
ing flow conservation constraints under inter-flow network coding,
wheree1 is nodei’s incoming link ande2 is nodei’s outgoing link.

• ∑(e1,e2,n)∈CSxi(CS) ≤ ∑k∈D ∑e1e2∈P,P∈PSk zk
t(e1)(P). This says

that the transit traffic participating in coding asnative-received

at nodei is bounded by the total native traffic received from
t(e1), which is the transmitter of linke1.

• ∑(e1,e2,c)∈CSxi(CS)≤∑k∈D ∑e1e2∈P,P∈PSk [ f k(P)−zk
t(e1)(P)]. This

reflects that the total traffic that participates in coding ascoded-
receivedat nodei is bounded by the amount of traffic received
as coded at nodei.

• ∑k∈D ∑e1e2∈P,P∈PSk f k(P) = ∑k∈D ∑e1e2∈P,P∈PSk zk
i (P)+

∑(e1,e2,n)∈CSxi(CS)+∑(e1,e2,c)∈CSxi(CS). This indicates the to-
tal traffic received from linke1 and transmitted over linke2
by node i must be one of the three types of traffic: (i) traf-
fic going out as native, (ii) traffic participating in coding as
native-received, and (iii) traffic participating in coding as coded-
received.

• zk
src(k)(P) = f k(P), whereP∈ PSk. This indicates a flow source

src(k) transmits all traffic as native over every path.

• zk
i (P)≤ f k(P), wherei ∈P−{src(k),dst(k)} andP∈PSk. This

indicates that the amount of native traffic transmitted by a transit
node is bounded by the total traffic on the pathP.

4.3 Underlay Network Constraints
The goal of the underlay network is to use opportunistic routing

to efficiently and reliably route the traffic demands imposed by the
overlay network. The traffic includes either an original flowf or
inter-flow coded traffic between multiple flows. For convenience,
we denote either original or inter-flow coded traffic asphysical flow
p f . Then every combination of overlay linkvl and physical flowp f
is considered as avirtual flow, denoted by(vl, p f). For example,
consider 3 physical flows in the overlay network:f 1, f 2, f 1+ f 2.
The virtual traffic demands on the underlay network are< oi −
o j , f 1 >,< oi − o j , f 2 >,< oi − o j , f 1+ f 2 >, whereoi − o j de-
notes any overlay link. Letsrc(vl) anddest(vl) denote the source
and destination of the overlay linkvl. The underlay network uses
optimized opportunistic routing to efficiently route the physical flow
p f from src(vl) to dest(vl).

Underlay flow conservation constraints: To ensure valid oppor-
tunistic routes on the underlay, we first derive flow conservation
constraints for each virtual flow. Different from traditional flow
conservation, the flow conservation constraints of the underlay only
apply to the amount of information (i.e., non-redundant useful data)
instead of traffic due to packet losses. LetY(vl, p f, i, j) denote the
information transmitted from nodei to node j for the virtual flow
(vl, p f).

• Y(vl, p f,k,src(vl)) = 0 for any nodek. This enforces no incom-
ing information tosrc(vl) for a virtual flow(vl, p f) sincesrc(vl)
is the source of the virtual flow.

• Y(vl, p f,dest(vl),k) = 0 for any nodek. This enforces no out-
going information fromdest(vl) for a virtual flow(vl, p f) since
dest(vl) is the destination of the virtual flow.

• For any transit nodei 6= src(vl) andi 6= dest(vl),
∑k∈in(i)Y(vl, p f,k, i) ≥ ∑ j∈out(i)Y(vl, p f, i, j), wherein(i) and
out(i) denote nodei’s incoming and outgoing neighbors, respec-
tively. It ensures that the incoming information to nodei is no
less than the outgoing information fromi.

• ∑kY(vl, p f,src(vl),k)≤NR(vl, p f). This denotes that the amount
of information successfully delivered fromsrc(vl) to nodek is
bounded by the virtual flow’s traffic demand, denoted asNR(vl, p f).

Underlay opportunistic constraints: Next we capture the relation-
ships between the amount of traffic and the amount of information



delivered on the underlay network. We formulate these relationships
using the following opportunistic constraints, where the first one
captures the relationships for a given virtual flow while the next two
constraints capture the relationships for a physical flow that spans
multiple overlay links from the same overlay source. The latter con-
straints are necessary because we allow an overlay source to broad-
cast traffic over multiple overlay links simultaneously and let all its
downstream nodes derive information from the same transmission.
Therefore we need to ensure the total information derived across all
overlay links and across all downstream nodes does not exceed the
amount of successfully received traffic.

• Virtual flow opportunistic constraint:S(i,N (i))T(vl, p f, i)
≥∑k∈N (i)Y(vl, p f, i,k), whereN (i) denotes a subset ofi’s neigh-
bors,S(i,N (i)) is the probability of successfully delivering traf-
fic to any node inN (i), andT(vl, p f, i) is the amount of traffic
transmitted from nodei on overlay linkvl for flow p f . This
constraint indicates for any virtual flow(vl, p f) the total traffic
successfully delivered to at least one neighbor inN (i) should
be no less than the total amount of non-overlapping informa-
tion delivered toN (i). When i has many (say,K) neighbors,
enumeratingN (i), all subsets of neighbors, is costly. For scal-
ability, whenK > 3, we enumerate the neighbor sets of size 1,
size 2, and the one containing alli’s neighbors (i.e., enumerate
only O(K2) instead ofO(2K) neighbor sets).

• Physical flow opportunistic constraint 1:S(i,k)MaxT(p f, i)
≥ ∑(i,∗)∈vl Y(vl, p f, i,k), whereMaxT(p f, i) is the total overlay
traffic nodei sends for physical flowp f over all overlay links.
Due to the broadcast nature of overlay traffic (i.e., an overlay
node can use a single transmission to send a packet along multi-
ple overlay paths by including all the overlay paths in the packet
header),MaxT(p f, i) = maxvlT(vl, p f, i). These constraints to-
gether enforce that total information delivered fromi to k over
all virtual links is bounded by the total traffic successfully deliv-
ered from nodei to k for the physical flowp f .

• Physical flow opportunistic constraint 2: This constraint further
ensures that the total amount of information delivered to a sub-
set of i’s neighbors, denoted asN (i), over all virtual links is
bounded by the product ofi’s traffic and the probability of suc-
cessfully delivering to at least one neighbor inN (i):

S(i,N (i))MaxT(p f, i) ≥ ∑
k∈N (i)

∑
(i,∗)∈vl

Y(vl, p f, i,k).

To improve scalability, we use the same enumeration procedure
as in constructing the virtual flow opportunistic constraints (i.e.,
enumerating the neighbor sets of size 1, size 2, and the one con-
taining all i’s neighbors whenK > 3).

4.4 Constraints Relating Overlay to Underlay
To relate the overlay to the underlay network, we derive the fol-

lowing constraints. The first two constraints relate the traffic de-
mands of the virtual flow with the overlay traffic, and the last con-
straint ensures the virtual flow is serviced by the underlay network:

• NR(vl, p f) = ∑vl∈Pzk
src(vl)(P), wherep f = (native,k). This re-

flects that the traffic demand for a native flow(vl, p f), denoted
asNR, is equal to the amount of native traffic flowk sent over
the virtual linkvl.

• NR(vl, p f) = ∑vl∈Pxsrc(vl)(CS), whereCS is the coding struc-
ture andp f = (coded,CS). This indicates that the traffic de-
mand for a coded virtual flow(vl, p f) is equal to the coded traf-
fic sent using the same coding structure.

• NR(vl, p f)= ∑k∈in(dest(vl))Y(vl, p f,k,dest(vl)), which indicates
that the traffic demand for the virtual flow(vl, p f) is honored by
the underlay network,i.e., the traffic demandNR(vl, p f) is suc-
cessfully delivered todest(vl).

4.5 Interference Constraints
Finally, we impose interference constraints for the traffic sent

on the physical network, since this is the actual traffic transmitted.
Based on the network topology, we construct a broadcast conflict
graph. Specifically, two transmitters are considered to have conflict
if either of the following conditions holds: (i) the two transmitters
are within carrier sense range of each other, or (ii) one receiver is
within the interference range of the other transmitter. We then find
independent sets in the conflict graph and derive the following in-
terference constraints that indicate the total activity time of a node
is no more than the sum of activity time of all the independent sets
that the node belongs to.

• Let MTi denote the total traffic from nodei. If nodei is an over-
lay node, we haveMTi = ∑p f maxvlT(vl, p f, i); otherwise we
haveMTi = ∑p f ∑vl T(vl, p f, i). The reason for such a distinc-
tion is that the overlay node uses the broadcast nature of the
wireless medium to transmit over multiple overlay links simul-
taneously by including these overlay links in its packet header.
In comparison, underlay nodes forward for a specific overlay
link and thus an underlay node needs to separately forward for
each overlay link included in the received packet’s header.

• For every nodei, MTi ≤ Capi ∑k∈Ii λk, whereCapi is nodei’s
broadcast data rate,Ii denotes the independent sets that nodei
belongs to, andλk denotes the activity time of independent set
k. This constraint enforces the total traffic sent by any node is
bounded by the sum of the activity time of the independent sets
that the node belongs to scaled by the wireless capacity.

• ∑k λk ≤ 1 because only one independent set can be active at a
time.

5. USING OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe how to obtain the inputs required by

the optimization and how to translate the optimization results into
routing configurations.

5.1 Obtaining Inputs
Our optimization algorithm requires the following inputs: net-

work topology, traffic demands, overlay paths, and mapping from
overlay to underlay network resources. The network topology can
be obtained easily through periodic measurements. As reported in
[6, 14], wireless traffic exhibits temporal stability, and we can es-
timate current traffic demands based on previous demands. Thus,
here we focus on the latter two inputs. Our optimization framework
in Section 4 is flexible and can easily take inputs generated by other
overlay path selection and overlay-to-underlay mapping algorithms.

Selecting overlay nodes:One way to select overlay nodes is to let
every physical node serve as an overlay node. This leads to the best
performance at the cost of higher computation time, since the com-
putation cost increases with the number of overlay nodes. Therefore
we want to limit the number of overlay nodes. Since only interme-
diate overlay nodes perform inter-flow coding, our goal is to select
overlay nodes with high coding opportunities.

To achieve this goal, for each flowfk we order the nodes on its
forwarding list according to the coding opportunities. We estimate



the upper-bound of the coding opportunities as given by

min(T( fk, i), ∑
j∈D

(min(T( fk, i),T( f j , i)))), (1)

where fk 6= f j andT( fk, i) is total traffic transmitted by nodei for
flow fk. Equation (1) is derived based on the fact that the rate of
inter-flow traffic between two flows is bounded by the minimum rate
of these two flows. Therefore,min(T( fk, i),T( f j , i)) gives an upper-
bound on the amount of traffic that can be inter-flow coded between
fk and f j , and Equation (1) gives an upper-bound of total traffic that
can be inter-flow coded betweenfk and all the other flows. For every
flow, we pick the top three nodes from the sorted list as the overlay
nodes. When the upper-bound is the same, we use the amount of
traffic sent in either direction to break ties.

Selecting overlay paths: After selecting overlay nodes, we then
generate overlay paths for each flow. Each flow contains at least
one overlay path directly from the source to the destination, and this
overlay path is mapped to the entire underlay network to ensure the
solution is no worse than opportunistic routing alone, which is a spe-
cial case ofO3. If this is the only overlay path between the source
and destination,O3 becomes opportunistic routing alone, since this
overlay path does not involve an intermediate node and there is no
inter-flow coding.

To leverage inter-flow coding, a flow may contain other overlay
paths going through one or more intermediate nodes. For each flow,
we identify the overlay nodes (selected in the previous step) that
are on the flow’s forwarding list, which includes the flow source
and destination. We enumerate all possible overlay paths involv-
ing these nodes, where their order on the overlay path is based on
their ETX [4] (i.e., the number of required transmissions to deliver
a packet) to the destination.

Mapping overlay network to underlay network resources: The
goal of this step is to map each overlay link to one or more physical
links. Only the physical links, to which the overlay link is mapped
to, can potentially be used as part of an opportunistic route; but
whether these physical links actually participate in opportunistic
routing and how much traffic they each route depend on the opti-
mization result of the problem formulated in Section 4.

One possible mapping is to let each overlay link span all physical
nodes and links. To enhance scalability, we treat an overlay link
o1−o2 as a virtual traffic demand and use MORE to select nodes
and links to be included in the underlay network. Specifically, we
find the forwarding list for this virtual flow fromo1 to o2 using
MORE. The overlay link then uses all nodes on the forwarding list
as underlay nodes, and uses physical links between these nodes as
underlay links. The intuition behind this mapping is that links on
the opportunistic routes are most useful for forwarding traffic from
o1 too2.

5.2 Executing Optimization
The optimization can run at a central location that distributes the

optimization results to all nodes. The amount of information to dis-
tribute is small compared to data traffic. Specifically, the input in-
cludes traffic demands, link loss rates, and the conflict graph, which
are O(F), O(E), O(E2), respectively, whereF is the number of
flows andE is the number of physical links. Among these three
terms,O(E2) is a dominating term, so the input requiresO(E2).
The output includes overlay and underlay credits, which areO(ON·
F ·P) andO(N ·D ·F ·OE) + O(N ·D ·OE2), respectively, where
ON is the number of overlay nodes,N is the number of physical
nodes,P is the number of overlay paths,D is the number of physi-
cal neighbors, andOE is the number of overlay links. Therefore we
can tradeoff between the wireless performance and the size of infor-

mation to be exchanged by controlling the number of overlay nodes
and links. Moreover, only non-zero credits need to be exchanged.
From our experience, a large majority of credits are zero so the ac-
tual information to be exchanged is well below the above worst case
(e.g., only a few KB for a 25-node network in our simulation).

Instead of centralized computation, the computation can be done
in a distributed fashion, similar to link-state protocols like OSPF [21],
where every node implements the same algorithm over the same
data to arrive at the same results. The amount of link state informa-
tion is very small. The optimization is executed either periodically
or upon changes in network topology or traffic conditions. The com-
putation time is reasonable (e.g., around 3.6 seconds for 4 flows in
25-node random networks used in our evaluation). To further en-
hance scalability, when the inputs change slightly, we can leverage
incremental LP solvers, such as lp_solve_inc [7], to take advantage
of incremental changes in the linear constraints and more efficiently
derive a solution to the new LP rather than solving it from scratch.

In addition to optimization based on the global information, as
part of our future work, we are interested in applying decomposi-
tion techniques developed for distributed convex optimization (e.g.,
[9]) to solve the optimization based on decentralized information to
further enhance the scalability.

5.3 From LP Output to Routing Configurations
The optimization results specify the desired sending rates for both

inter- and intra-flow coded traffic. A flow sourcei transmits at the
rate ofmaxvlT(vl, p f, i) for its flow p f . An intermediate node uses a
credit-based scheme to enforce its forwarding strategy according to
the derivedT(vl, p f, i), wherep f can be either inter-flow or intra-
flow coded. Specifically, underlay nodes do not care about inter-
flow coding and simply forward trafficp f according toT(vl, p f, i).
Overlay nodes perform inter- and intra- encoding and decoding as
specified in Section 6.1. Since the exact rate of sending inter-flow
coded traffic at an overlay node depends on traffic dynamics and is
hard to enforce, we convert the desired traffic rates into intra-flow
credits and use inter-flow coding whenever an opportunity arises.
Note that our credit computation is different from [2] due to signifi-
cant difference in the two routing protocols (e.g., O3 needs to com-
pute overlay and underlay credits, whereas [2] has only one type
of credit). Below we specify credit computation for underlay and
overlay nodes based on the LP output.

The credit is defined as the number of transmissions that should
be generated for every received packet. Upon receiving a packet,a
node increments its credit. When this credit becomes greater than
or equal to 1, it generates a transmission and then decrements its
credit by 1. This process is repeated until its credit goes below 1.
Based on this credit definition, we can compute the credit as the
total desired sending rate divided by the total receiving rate. Credit
information is then stored as the following tuples:( f ,P, i,credit)
for overlay nodes,( f ,vl, prev(i), i,credit) for underlay nodes’ intra-
coding credits, and(vl1,vl2, prev(i), i,credit) for underlay nodes’
inter-coding credits, wheref is the flow id,P is the overlay path id,
i is the node id,vl is the overlay link id,prev(i) is the previous hop
of nodei in the underlay network,vl1−vl2 is the overlay segment
andprev(i)− i is an underlay link that is responsible for forwarding
traffic for the overlay segment.

We first compute underlay credits. Upon receiving a transmis-
sion from node j, underlay nodei increments its credit byC×
R, whereC reflects the fraction of useful information contained in
each transmission from nodej, and R reflects the amount of re-
dundancy nodei should include to compensate for loss to its for-
warders. Therefore, we haveC = Y(vl, p f, j, i)/(TC(vl, p f, j) ∗
(1− loss( j, i)), where its numerator is the amount of information



received and its denominator is the amount of traffic received, and
their ratio gives the amount of information contained in a received
packet.R= T(vl, p f, i)/∑kY(vl, p f, i,k). R’s numerator is the de-
sirable sending rate, its denominator is the total information suc-
cessfully delivered to its forwardersk’s, and their ratio indicates
how much traffic to generate in order to deliver one-packet worth
information toi’s forwarders.

Next we compute overlay credits. Upon receiving intra-flow coded
traffic, an overlay nodei increments its credit for a given pathP and
flow f by

T(vl, f , i)∗
zp f
i (P)

∑Pi :vl∈Pi
zp f
i (Pi)

,

where the second term in the product is how much fraction of na-
tive traffic nodei received along virtual linkvl is for pathP, and
the product indicates the total amount of native traffic received over
vl for pathP. Upon receiving inter-flow coded traffic, an overlay
node increments its credit associated with the intra-flow involved
by (zp f

src(p f)(P)− zp f
i (P)) ∗NSR(i,vl), where the first term in the

product indicates how much inter-flow coded information is at node
i andNSR(i,vl) is the expected number of transmissions required
to successfully deliver a packet to one ofi’s forwarders and can be
computed as

1.0/(1.0− ∏
∀k∈ f wd(i)

loss(i,k)),

assuming independent packet losses at different nodes, wheref wd(i)
denotes nodei’s forwarding list. For example, if nodei is an overlay
forwarder for f 1, upon receivingf 1+ f 2, it incrementsf 1’s credit
as described above.

6. PROTOCOL SPECIFICATION
We now describe how to achieve a practical routing protocol,O3,

based on the optimization results. In this section, we first present
the algorithm to perform joint inter-flow and intra-flow encoding
and decoding, and then describe the behaviors of flow sources, des-
tinations, and forwarders.

6.1 Packet Coding Algorithm
We use random linear coding to code packets within the same

flow and use XOR to code packets across flows. In our implementa-
tion, we inter-code up to 2 flows, the common case for inter-coding.
Our coding algorithm is general and can code more flows at a higher
computational cost. Below we present the detailed algorithms.

Encoding: To code intra-flow data, a flow sourcesrc( f ) divides
user traffic into batches, as in MORE. Each batch hasK packets,
whereK is a tunable parameter to trade-off between batching over-
head and delay. When the MAC is ready for transmission,src( f ) or
its forwarder, generates a random linear combination of all packets
it has from the current batch and broadcasts this packet. We refer
to such a coded packet as anintra-codedpacket. To code inter-flow
packets from two batches, denoted as( f 1,b1) and( f 2,b2), a node
first generates an intra-coded packetP1 using a random linear com-
bination of all packets in( f 1,b1), and similarly generates packetP2
from ( f 2,b2). Then it XORs packetsP1 andP2 to create aninter-
codedpacket.

Decoding: Each incoming packet yields a linear constraint. If the
incoming packet is intra-coded from batch( f 1,b1) with batch size
of K1, the constraint involvesK1 variables in( f 1,b1). If the in-
coming packet is inter-coding of( f 1,b1) and( f 2,b2), whose batch
sizes areK1 andK2, respectively, this inter-coded packet gives one
constraint involvingK1+K2 variables for these two batches.

The goal of intra-flow decoding is to recover the original packets
from the batch. For the batch size ofK1, a node can use Gaussian
Elimination to decode the entire batch when it hasK1 innovative
(i.e., linearly independent) packets.

The goal of inter-flow decoding is to extract intra-coded packets,
which in turn can be used to extract the original packets from the
batch. For example, if a node has everything from( f 1,b1), then re-
ception of an innovative inter-coded packet with( f 1,b1)+( f 2,b2)
(i.e., linearly independent of the other inter-coded packets) allows
us to extract one intra-coded packet for( f 2,b2) using Gaussian
Elimination. More generally, if the inter-coding matrix has rank
r, then we can use Gaussian Elimination to extractmax(r −K1,0)
intra-coded packets for batch( f 2,b2), and extractmax(r −K2,0)
intra-coded packets for batch( f 1,b1).

To support intra- and inter- decoding, a node maintains intra- and
inter-coding matrices, which store the coefficients used in all the
innovative packets. The main design issue in the decoding algo-
rithm is how to handle interactions between the intra-coding and
inter-coding matrices. To simplify the encoding and decoding pro-
cesses, we maintain all the information in the intra-coding matrix
if there is no inter-coding matrix involving the batch; otherwise
we keep information in both intra-coding and inter-coding matrices.
We extract intra-coding constraints from the inter-coding matrices
whenever possible and add it to the corresponding intra-coding ma-
trix. Specifically, when a node receives a packet, it uses the packet
header to determine whether it is intra-coded or inter-coded. An
intra-coded packet should be added to the intra-coding matrix in-
volving the batch to which the packet belongs, as well as to the inter-
coding matrix, if the batch is involved in inter-coding. An inter-
coded packet is first added to the inter-coding matrix, from which
we extract an intra-coding constraint if its rank is large enough (i.e.,
exceeding eitherK1 or K2). If the packet is the first inter-coded
packet for the batch pair, we (i) create an inter-coding matrix, (ii)
copy the intra-coding matrices to the inter-coding matrix if one or
more exist (so that the inter-coding matrix maintains all the intra-
flow information obtained so far), and (iii) add the new packet to
the inter-coding matrix.

To reduce storage cost, we identify active batches as described in
Section 6.2 and store coding matrices only for the active batches.
The intra-coding matrix can be removed immediately when the cor-
responding batch becomes inactive, while the inter-coding matrix
can be removed only when both batches in the matrix become inac-
tive. In our evaluation, storage per node is 300 KB for 16 flows in a
25-node random topology spanning 1000x1000m2, which is easily
affordable for today’s hardware.

6.2 Flow Sources and Destinations
A flow source,src( f ), neverperforms inter-flow encoding and

only generates intra-coded packets at the rate computed by the LP.
Each packet generated by thesrc( f ) or intermediate forwarders in-
cludes all the overlay paths that the packet may traverse and the
current overlay link associated with each overlay path. Further,
to facilitate the decoding of any inter-coded packets in the future,
src( f ) saves the intra-coded packet it transmits in its buffer until the
corresponding batch becomes inactive.

In MORE,src( f ) continues transmitting packets from the current
batch until it receives an ACK for the batch. This incurs significant
stop-and-wait overhead. To reduce such overhead, a large batch size
K would be beneficial. However, to effectively support inter-flow
coding, we prefer a small batch size, since a node can start extract-
ing a new intra-coded packet only when the rank of the inter-coding
matrix exceedsK. The larger the value ofK, the lower the inter-
flow coding opportunity. To efficiently support a smaller batch size,



we allow a flow source to send multiple batches before receiving an
ACK. The destination generates an ACK either when an entire batch
is received or when a threshold number of new packets are received
since the last ACK. The ACK contains(min-active-batch-id, active,
status), wheremin-active-batch-idis the id of the smallest active
batch,active is a bit map whereactive[i] = 1 indicates batchi is
active and has not been ACKed, and status is an array indicating the
number of innovative packets received by the destination for each
active batch. The source uses this information to schedule transmis-
sions from different batches in a FIFO order, and the forwarders use
the information to remove inactive batches.

6.3 Forwarders
In this subsection, we describe two major tasks of a forwarder:

(i) processing a received packet and (ii) generating and transmitting
a packet when the medium is available.
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Figure 2: Steps involved in processing a received packet at an
intermediate node.

6.3.1 Process a received packet

Determine whether to perform overlay and/or underlay forward-
ing: As shown in Figure 2, upon receiving a packet, a node first
checks if it is an overlay and underlay forwarder for this packet.
It does so by inspecting the set of overlay paths/links included in
the packet. A node is an overlay forwarder for anintra-flow coded
packet if it is on at least one of the overlay paths in the packet header,
and is an overlay forwarder for aninter-flowcoded packet if it is an
overlay forwarder for eitherf 1 or f 2. In either case, it invokes
overlay forwarding operation. A node then checks if it is an under-
lay forwarder for this packet in a similar way. If it is, it invokes
underlay forwarding operation. Note that it is possible for a node
to perform both overlay forwarding and underlay forwarding for the
same packet. If a node is neither an overlay nor underlay forwarder
for a packet, it simply drops the packet.

Overlay node operation: An overlay forwarder is responsible for
forwarding traffic to the next overlay node along the overlay path
and performing inter-flow encoding and decoding whenever neces-
sary. For an overlay node, if it receives an intra-flow coded packet,it
looks up its credit table computed based on the optimization results
as described in Section 5.3 to determine how many packets to send.
Instead of generating actual packets for transmission, it generates
forwarding records (one for each packet to be sent out), where the
record specifies the flow, overlay path(s), batch, and the forwarding
mode of the packet (e.g., whetherov-fwdor under-fwd). The actual
packets are not generated until the medium becomes available for
transmission. Delaying packet generation until transmission allows
us to make up-to-date intra-coding and inter-coding decisions.

It then tags the generated records withov-fwdto indicate they are
eligible for inter-flow coding, and inserts them into the queue, which
will result in packet generation and transmission when the medium
becomes available.

If it receives an inter-flow coded packetP( f 1,b1, f 2,b2), it first
checks whether it can extract an intra-coded packet of( f 1,b1) or
( f 2,b2). If so, this reduces to the case of receiving an intra-coded
packet. Otherwise, it inserts the coding coefficient into the corre-
sponding inter-coding matrix and waits for future extraction of an
intra-coded packet. This wait time is bounded by a threshold, after
which the packet is garbage collected.

Underlay node operation:The goal of an underlay forwarder is to
forward traffic for the current overlay link using opportunistic rout-
ing. It looks up its corresponding credit increment table as com-
puted in Section 5.3, generates forwarding records according to the
credit, tags each record withunder-fwd(to prevent them from per-
forming inter-flow coding), and inserts them into the output queue.
Note that the processing is similar for inter-flow and intra-flow coded
packets. The only difference is that a different credit table is con-
sulted to determine the number of forwarding records to generate.

Generating forwarding records: To handle multiple outstanding
batches and multiple overlay paths per flow, a forwarder not only
maintains a flow creditflowcr( f , p) for each combination of flowf
and overlay pathp but also maintains a batch creditbatchcr(b, f , p),
whereb is the batch id.flowcr determines the transmission rate for
a given flow over a given overlay path, andbatchcr determines the
transmission rate for a specific batch. When receiving a packet, we
update all the flow and batch credits that matchf ,b and∀p∈ ov-set.
A node generates a record for flowf as long asmaxp(flowcr( f , p))≥
1. The record includes all overlay pathspi with flowcr( f , pi) ≥ 1.
To handle multiple batches, a record is generated from the batch
with the largest batch credit over all overlay paths,i.e., the largest
∑p∈OSbatchcr(b, f , p), whereOSis the set of overlay paths that the
current packet should be sent along. After constructing the record,
an overlay forwarder tags it withov-fwdwhereas an underlay for-
warder tags it withunder-fwd. In both cases, the forwarder inserts
the generated record to the FIFO queue, decrements the correspond-
ing flowcr andbatchcr values by 1, and continues generating new
forwarding records until theflowcr drops below 1.

6.3.2 Transmit when medium becomes available
When the medium is available, the node dequeues forwarding

records from its queue and generates a corresponding packet for
transmission. More specifically, the forwarder dequeues the first
forwarding record(f1,b1,ov-set1)from its queue and if the record
is tagged withunder-fwd, it generates a random linear combination
of all packets corresponding to flowf 1 and batchb1 and transmits
it. If the record is tagged withov-fwd, which indicates it is eligible
for inter-flow coding, it searches for another record from its queue
(f2,b2,ov-set2)that can be inter-flow coded with the first packet.
If a match is found, the node dequeuesP(f2,b2,ov-set2), inter-flow
codes the two packets, and includes (ov-set1, ov-set2) in the packet
header to indicate the packet should be forwarded along the paths
in ov-set1andov-set2. Then it broadcasts the resulting inter-flow
coded packet. If no match is found, the nodes generate an intra-
coded packet from flowf 1 and batchb1, includesov-set1as the
overlay path, and sends it out.

To check if two packets can be inter-flow coded, we examine
the positivexi (defined in Section 4.2) values from the LP to de-
termine the combinations of overlay nodes and overlay paths that
are involved in inter-flow coding. We store these positive values in
a lookup table at each node. Two packetsP1 andP2, containing the
set of overlay pathsov-set1andov-set2, respectively, can be inter-
flow coded if and only if for eachov1∈ ov-set1andov2∈ ov-set2,
there exists an entry in the lookup table indicating we can inter-code
ov1 andov2.

To enhance inter-flow coding opportunity, we introduce two queues



Qinter andQintra, where packets fromQintra are usually sent out as
intra-flow coded, and packets fromQinter are sent out as inter-flow
codedwheneverpossible. Based on the LP output, we compute the
ratio of inter-flow versus intra-flow coded traffic, and insert pack-
ets into these queues according to these ratios. We also associate a
timeout with every packet inQinter. Once the medium is available
for transmission, we poll the first packet fromQinter, denoted asP,
and searches for another packet to inter-code withP first fromQinter
and then fromQintra. If found, we send out the resulting inter-flow
coded packet immediately. Otherwise ifP’s associated timer has not
expired, we instead send out the first packet fromQintra. When the
timer expires, we send outP even if it cannot be inter-flow coded
with another packet to limit its delay.

7. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we first describe our evaluation methodology, and

then present performance results.

7.1 Evaluation Methodology
We implementO3 and the following protocols in Qualnet 3.9.5

and conduct extensive simulation to compare their performance:

1. Shortest-path routing (SPP) using the ETX routing metric, which
minimizes the total number of expected transmissions from a
source to its destination [4].

2. Shortest-path routing with rate-limiting (SPP-RL), the same as
SPP except the flows’ sending rates are optimized using the con-
flict graph interference model as in [14].

3. COPE, a state-of-art shortest path routing protocol with inter-
flow network coding.

4. COPE with rate limiting (COPE-RL), the same as COPE ex-
cept that the flows’ sending rates are optimized using the conflict
graph model.

5. MORE, a state-of-art opportunistic routing protocol.

6. Optimized opportunistic routing, also calledO3-Intra, since it is
the same asO3except that it disables inter-flow coding.

O3-Intra improves MORE by optimizing opportunistic routing and
rate limiting. To our knowledge, this is the first paper that ex-
tensively compares single path routing, opportunistic routing, and
inter-flow coding with and without rate limiting. The evaluation
allows us to not only understand the performance ofO3but also ex-
amine individual benefit of inter-flow coding, opportunistic routing,
and rate limiting.

Since SPP uses unicast transmissions, SPP-RL uses a link-based
conflict graph model, which represents wireless links as vertices in
a conflict graph and draws an edge between two conflict vertices
if and only if the corresponding wireless links interfere. Based on
this definition, links corresponding to the vertices in a clique of the
conflict graph cannot be active simultaneously. Since COPE and
all of the opportunistic routing protocols use either pseudo or real
broadcast transmissions, we use a node-based conflict graph model,
which considers two broadcast transmissions to interfere if either
(i) the transmitters carrier sense each other or (ii) anyone of their
receivers is interfered by the other transmission.

Both MORE andO3-Intra use a batch size of 32 packets, which
is the default batch size used in MORE [2]. Further increasing the
batch size yields little benefit.O3 uses a batch size of 16 with 2
outstanding batches to effectively support inter-flow coding.

We use the following network topologies: (i) canonical topolo-
gies shown in Figure 3, (ii) 5x5 grid topologies, (iii) 25-node ran-
dom topologies, (iv) Roofnet topology with 35 nodes [26], (v) UW

O3 O3-Intra MORE COPE SPP-RL SPP
Linear chain 3.45 2.98 2.78 2.84 2.56 1.78

Diamond 1.50 1.11 0.91 0.47 0.47 0.40

Table 1: Total throughput (Mbps) for the topologies in Figure 3

testbed topologies with 14 nodes [25]. Roofnet is an IEEE 802.11b
testbed, whereas UW traces contain measurements from 802.11a
and 802.11b testbeds. We also use both 802.11a and 802.11b in
the synthetic topologies. Since the results under grid topologies are
similar to the other topologies, they are omitted in the interest of
brevity.

In 802.11a, each sender uses a transmission power of 10 dBm
(Qualnet default) and a fixed PHY rate of 6Mbps, which gives 230m
communication range and 1535m carrier sense range. In 802.11b,
each sender uses transmission power of 15dBm (Qualnet default)
and a fixed PHY rate of 2Mbps, which gives 1027mcommunication
range and 3100m carrier sense range. We can certainly use another
data rate for evaluation and expect similar relative performance. We
compute the conflict graph by using these range values to determine
if two links or nodes interfere.

Nodes are placed in a 1000m x 1000m area for 802.11a, and in
a 2500m x 2500m area for 802.11b. In addition, we extend Qual-
net to generate directional inherent packet losses. For the testbed
topologies, the loss rates are based on the traces. For the synthetic
topologies, the loss rates are uniformly distributed either between 0
and 30% (low loss), between 0 and 50% (medium loss), or between
0 and 80% (high loss).

We generate saturated UDP traffic with 1024-byte payload, and
vary the number of flows from 1 to 16. Since the choice of rout-
ing protocols is important for multihop flows, our simulation ran-
domly picks a source and destination that have at least 2 hops. For
single-hop flows, all schemes with rate limiting can simply activate
one-hop flows as much as possible and disable interfering multihop
flows to achieve maximum throughput and the effects of routing
cannot be not reflected. For each scenario, we conduct 10 random
runs, each lasting 30 seconds. We report the average total through-
put of these runs. In addition, the error bars on the graph show the
standard deviation of the sample mean.
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Figure 3: Two symmetric flows between the left-most and right-
most nodes.

7.2 Performance Results
Canonical Topologies:Table 1 reports the throughput of the two
canonical topologies shown in Figure 3. In the linear topology,
there are two flows: from A to C and from C to A. Here, we ob-
serve thatO3 > O3-Intra > COPE> MORE > SPP-RL> SPP.
SPP-RL outperforms SPP by 44% due to its proper rate limiting.
COPE out-performs SPP by 60% due to inter-flow coding.O3, O3-
Intra, and MORE out-perform SPP by taking advantage of oppor-
tunistic routing to effectively combat lossy wireless links. Among
them,O3-Intra out-performs MORE through optimized rate limiting
and opportunistic routing, whileO3outperforms all the protocols by
simultaneously exploiting inter-flow coding, opportunistic routing,
and rate limiting. For the diamond topology with two flows, from A
to D and from D to A, the relative ranking between various protocols
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Figure 4: Total throughput in 25-node random topologies.
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Figure 5: Total throughput in the testbed topologies.

remains almost the same, except a few differences. Here, COPE per-
forms only slightly better than SPP and similarly to SPP-RL. This
is because packet losses on the shortest paths significantly reduce
the inter-flow coding opportunities. This also causes MORE to out-
perform COPE by 93%. In contrast,O3 can effectively take advan-
tage of inter-flow coding over lossy wireless links and achieves the
best performance. Its benefits overO3-Intra, MORE, COPE, SPP-
RL and SPP are 35%, 65%, 219%, 219% and 275%, respectively.

Effects of number of flows in synthetic topologies:Figure 4 sum-
marizes the performance results for 802.11a and 802.11b from low
to high loss rates. We make the following observations.

First, O3 out-performs state-of-the-art protocols in all the sce-
narios. For example, as shown in Figure 4(a), in low loss random
topologies, compared with the protocols without rate limits,O3
has 43-325% gain over MORE, 35-262% gain over COPE, and 92-
329% gain over SPP; compared with the protocols with rate limit,
O3 out-performsO3-Intra by 3-22%, COPE-RL by 2-29%, and
SPP-RL by 32-38%. The performance gain ofO3 comes from op-
portunistic routing, rate limiting, and inter-flow coding. In particu-
lar, we observe (i)O3, O3-Intra, and MORE out-perform SPP since
opportunistic routing can more effectively cope with lossy wireless
links, (ii) O3 and O3-Intra out-perform MORE due to their opti-
mized opportunistic routes and rate limits, and (iii)O3out-performs
O3-Intra due to inter-flow coding. Note that the total throughput
does not monotonically increase with the number of flows since we
randomly select the flow sources and destinations and generate ran-
dom link loss rates in each run.

Second, rate limiting is important to all the protocols. In all
cases, we observe the protocols with rate limiting significantly out-
perform their counter-parts without rate limiting. For example, as
shown in Figure 4(a),O3-Intra out-performs MORE by 18-284%,
COPE-RL out-performs COPE by 6-240%, and SPP-RL out-performs
SPP by 44-211%.

Third, loss rate has significant impact on the effectiveness of op-
portunistic routing and inter-flow coding. In particular, as we would
expect, the benefits of opportunistic routing increases with link loss

rates. For example, comparing the results between low and high
loss rates (Figure 5(a) and (c)), we observe that the gap between
the performance gain ofO3 andO3-Intra over the other protocols
increases. Moreover, MORE performs worse than COPE-RL and
SPP-RL under low loss rate, and performs better than them under
high loss rate because the benefit of opportunistic routing under high
loss rate offsets the disadvantage arising from its lack of rate limit-
ing. Moreover, the benefits of inter-flow coding decreases with link
loss rates. For example, under high loss rate,O3 has smaller gain
over O3-Intra (3-9% gain), COPE performs similarly to SPP, and
COPE with rate limiting performs similarly to SPP with rate lim-
iting. Loss rates reduce inter-coding opportunities because when
fewer packets are received at each node, they not only limit the
choices of inter-flow coding and but also make the next hop harder
to decode. Similar effects are observed in 802.11b as shown in Fig-
ure 5(d). Nevertheless,O3 continues to out-perform the other pro-
tocols: it out-performsO3-Intra by 6-21%, COPE-RL by 17-194%,
SPP-RL by 105-235%, MORE by 21-412%, COPE by 99-900%,
and SPP by 273-1500%.

Effects of number of flows in testbed topologies:Figure 5(a), (b),
and (c) show the performance results under Roofnet with 802.11b
1Mbps, UW testbed with 802.11a 6Mbps, and UW testbed with
802.11b 1Mbps, respectively. In Roofnet, 68% of the links have
within 1% loss and 80% of the links have within 57% loss. In UW
802.11a testbed, 75% of the links have within 1% loss and 80% of
the links have within 51% loss. In UW 802.11b testbed, 52% of
the links have within 1% loss and 80% of the links have within 93%
loss. We make the following observations based on the performance
results from these testbeds.

First, O3 > O3-Intra, COPE-RL, SPP-RL> MORE, COPE>
SPP. The relative orderings of COPE-RL andO3-Intra depend on
the loss rates: the former performs better under low loss and the
latter is better under high loss.

Second, as in the synthetic topologies, all the protocols with rate
limiting significantly out-performs their counterparts without rate
limiting. For example, in RoofnetO3-Intra out-performs MORE



by 15-696%, COPE-RL out-performs COPE by 1-617%, SPP-RL
out-performs SPP by 71-811%.

Third, O3 consistently out-performs all the other protocols. As
shown in Figure 5(a), in Roofnet,O3 out-performsO3-Intra by 14-
30%, COPE-RL by 11-35%, SPP-RL by 21-46%, MORE by 48-
810%, COPE by 41-694%, SPP by 134-111%. As shown in Fig-
ure 5(b) and (c), in 802.11a and 802.11b UW testbed topologies,
O3 out-performsO3-Intra by 14-27%, COPE-RL by 2-83%, SPP-
RL by 24-34%, MORE by 46-1000%, COPE by 3-6100%, SPP by
87-32600%.
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Figure 6: Throughput under varying network density in 25-
node 802.11b random topologies (8 flows, high loss).

Effects of network density: Next we vary the network density
in 25-node 802.11b random topologies. We vary the area from
1000x1000m2 to 3250x3250m2. Figure 6 plots the total through-
put. As we can see,O3 out-performs the other protocols across all
network densities. As before, rate limiting leads to significant per-
formance improvement in all the routing protocols.

8. CONCLUSION
Optimizing inter-flow network coding in opportunistic routing is

useful but challenging due to the strong interactions between infor-
mation splitting in opportunistic routing and inter-flow network cod-
ing. We approach the problem by proposing a novel overlay frame-
work to decouple opportunistic routing and inter-flow network cod-
ing, and develop the first approach to jointly optimize opportunistic
routing, rate limiting, and inter-flow network coding. We design a
routing protocol to realize its benefit and demonstrate its effective-
ness using Qualnet simulation. Furthermore, our simulation reveals
the relative benefit of opportunistic routing, inter-flow coding, and
rate limiting. Moreover, we hope that our overlay framework is use-
ful and has other interesting wireless applications, which we plan to
explore in the future.
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